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Abstract

For better understanding and optimization of multiphase flow in miniaturized

devices, micro-computed tomography (μCT) is a promising visualization tool, as it is

nondestructive, three-dimensional, and offers a high spatial resolution. Today, com-

puted tomography (CT) is a standard imaging technique. However, using CT in micro-

fluidics is still challenging, since X-ray related artifacts, low phase contrast, and

limited spatial resolution complicate the exact localization of interfaces. We apply

μCT for the characterization of stationary interfaces in thin capillaries. The entire

workflow for imaging stationary interfaces in capillaries, from image acquisition to

the analysis of interfaces, is presented. Special emphasis is given to an in-house

developed segmentation routine. For demonstration purposes, contact angles of

water, liquid polydimethylsiloxane, and air in FEP, glass, and PMMA are determined

and the influence of gravity on interface formation is discussed. This work comprises

the first steps for a systematic 3D investigation of multiphase flows in capillaries

using μCT.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

In the field of process engineering, process intensification via minia-

turization has attracted much interest since performing unit opera-

tions on a small scale allows overcoming mass transfer limitations,

rapid mixing, high surface to volume ratios, and thus, safer processes.1

Process performance in miniaturized equipment, such as internal

mixing or residence time distribution, can be further enhanced by

adding a second, immiscible fluid to the single-phase flow, such that a

segmented flow pattern, like slug flow or bubbly flow, arises.2 In seg-

mented flow, recirculation of the fluid within the segments enhances

mixing.2 The shape of the fluid–fluid interfaces highly affects the per-

formance of multiphase flow in miniaturized channels and ducts.3 The

investigation of multiphase interfaces is by no means trivial since non-

intrusive measurement techniques are desired. Common approaches

to investigate multiphase mini- and microfluidics rely on image acquisi-

tion using optical cameras and therefore depend on good optical

access. However, such approaches are disadvantageous, especially

when optical access is limited or disturbed by optical diffraction.

Apart from conventional 2D imaging using optical cameras, X-ray

based computed tomography (CT) became an important tool allowing

nondestructive 3D investigation in different fields. For more than two

decades, X-ray based CT is used for visualizing liquid–gas distribution

resulting from fluid flow in conventional equipment. It enabled the

investigation of local and overall hold up in structured packings,4-9 a

film apparatus,10 a fluidized bed,11-13 or in a stirred tank reactor.14

Unfortunately, conventional CT does not allow investigations on a

small scale due to its lack of spatial resolution, whereas μCT
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overcomes this limitation. μCT is widely used in the field of geological

science, for example, for the characterization of the distribution of liq-

uid in porous structures,15-17 material science, for example, for geo-

metric classification of open-cell material,18 in biomedical analysis, for

example, the investigation of small animals,19,20 or biology, for exam-

ple, the investigation of water transport in leaf-like structures.21 Some

effort has been made to reconstruct multiphase interfaces accurately.

For example, Andrew et al22 and Scanziani et al23 measured contact

angles in a porous material, and Santini et al analyzed a droplet that

was deposited on a solid surface.24

The process of X-ray tomographic imaging consists of different

consecutive work steps, which will be explained briefly. The first step

is the acquisition of 2D projection images, where scanning parameters,

such as the voltage of the X-ray source, the source current and the

exposure time affect the quality of the scan.25,26 The second step is

reconstruction. During reconstruction, a 3D data set is generated from

the 2D projections. Additionally, disturbances in the reconstructed

images, the scanning artifacts, are compensated. A 3D data set consists

of a set of sectional slices that consist of 3D voxels. The final step is

the post-processing step that starts with the localization and definition

of the different phases.

For the distinction between the different phases in the

reconstructed images, the segmentation, various approaches exist. As

manual thresholding highly depends on the performing person, auto-

mated or semi-automated approaches are mandatory for reliable

and reproducible results. Eijnatten et al27 reviewed different image

segmentation methods for medical applications under the consider-

ation of segmentation accuracy. Global thresholding uses a lower

and an upper gray value threshold to assign voxels with gray values

in between to the phase to be segmented. The thresholds can be

selected manually or automatically using the Otsu method.28 The

Otsu method selects the thresholds according to statistics of the

gray value histogram.28 However, global thresholding methods tend

to fail in capturing interfaces properly, especially when artifacts or

image noise limit the quality of an image. Then, manual post-

processing is often required.27 With local thresholding, different

thresholds are defined for different regions of interest.27 Another

segmentation approach is the region growing.29 Starting from a

seed point that is placed in the phase of interest, gray values of

voxels are compared to gray values of neighboring voxels and

assigned to the phase of interest depending on similarity between

the neighboring voxel and the growing seed area.27,29 Additionally,

edge detection can be used for image segmentation. Common edge

detection methods, such as the Canny edge detection,30 identify

edges based on the gradient in the image.27 As these methods

detect only edges, they have to be combined with other methods

to segment phases completely.27 According to van Eljnatten et al,27

Canny edge detection based segmentation approaches are one of

the most accurate approaches for the segmentation of images

that show different contrast in different regions.27 Additionally,

Rathnayaka et al31 found the Canny edge detection approach to be

superior to a single threshold method regarding accuracy and

repeatability.31

The extension of the micro-computed tomography to multiphase

flow in microstructured equipment is novel and poses various

challenges besides the presence of typical artifacts. For example,

achievable contrast is a bottleneck, especially for liquid–liquid sys-

tems, as X-ray attenuation values are often in a similar range for two

liquids. Two phases can be distinguished clearly if Δμsignal/ σsignal > 5.26

Therein, Δμsignal is the difference between the mean signals of the

phases and σsignal is the standard deviation of the signal. 3D X-ray

imaging needs hundreds of 2D X-ray projection images acquired at dif-

ferent rotation angles for successive reconstruction. This can take sev-

eral minutes to hours and limits the applicability of CT to stationary or

highly periodic phenomena. Additionally, evaporation of the liquid

must be considered for the investigation of static gas/liquid interfaces.

In this work, we introduce μCT as a useful tool for the investiga-

tion of multiphase fluid systems in micro equipment. As the recon-

struction and correction of the artifacts are done with the software

package NRecon (Bruker, Billerica, Massachusetts), which is commer-

cially available, we will only discuss it briefly. Rather the focus is put

on the segmentation of the phases. To emphasize the potential of the

presented methodology, liquid–liquid and gas–liquid interfaces in thin

tubes are scanned and reconstructed. The scanned interfaces are ana-

lyzed regarding morphology and wetting behavior. Finally, we discuss

the suitability of the presented methodology for the extension of

investigations presented in this work to the investigation of

multiphase flows in micro equipment.

2 | METHODS AND MATERIALS

2.1 | Experimental set-up

The image acquisition is performed with a Bruker Skyscan 1275 micro

X-ray CT system (RJL Micro & Analytic GmbH, Karlsdorf-Neuthard,

Germany). The system is equipped with a 10 W maximum power X-

ray source with voltages between 20 and 100 kV with a spot size

< 5 μm.32 The distortion-free 3Mp flat panel detector (1,944 × 1,536

pixels) allows isotropic voxel sizes < 4 μm.32 The scanning chamber

permits the mounting of samples with diameters up to 96 mm and

heights up to 120 mm.32 The spatial resolution achieved in a scan

results from the distance between the X-ray source and the sample.

The shorter the distance between sample and X-ray source the higher

is the spatial resolution.

The scanning chamber is shown in Figure 1a) schematically. The

sample is placed in the scanning chamber and mounted on the sample

holder firmly. During image acquisition, the sample rotates and

shadow projections are taken at different angular positions while X-

ray source and detector remain fixed. For flow experiments, the

Skyscan 1275 is equipped with three fluorinated ethylene propylene

(FEP) hoses, which allows fluid supply and removal.

Different thin tubes are filled with oil (PDMS) and deionized

water using a syringe, such that a static water–oil interface and a

static oil–air interface are formed, see Figure 1b. For the investigation

of the water–air interface the tubes are filled with water only, see
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Figure 1c. The tubes are sealed with hot glue to avoid evaporation of

PDMS or water during image acquisition.

To achieve good contrast between oil and water in image acquisi-

tion, liquid polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, ELBESIL-Öle B, L. Böwing

GmbH, Hofheim, Germany, viscosity 9.45 mPas, density 945 kg m−3)

is chosen as the nonaqueous phase. The good X-ray contrast between

PDMS and water results from the silicon atom in the molecule struc-

ture of PDMS. A rough estimate for the surface tension of PDMS and

interfacial tension of PDMS against water is obtained by the extrapo-

lation of values given by Kanellopoulos and Owen,33 resulting in sur-

face tension of 21.45 mNm−1 and interfacial tension of 43.2 mNm−1.

In this work, mainly FEP is used as a tube material. FEP is chemi-

cally inert and robust in handling, which makes it a suitable material

for investigations on multiphase flow and mass transfer following this

work. To investigate the effect of interfacial forces and gravity on the

static interface morphology, scans with FEP tubes are performed for

two different configurations, see Table 1. In the first configuration,

Configuration 1, the tube is oriented upwards, in the second

configuration, Configuration 2, the tube is inclined by 45� (Table 1).

To test the robustness of the presented methodology, further scans

are performed for a smaller tube diameter (di = 1 mm) in the upwards

oriented configuration.

Additionally, experiments are performed using PMMA (di = 1.6 mm)

and glass (di = 1.7 mm) as the tube material. PMMA and glass are mate-

rials commonly used in micro process engineering and well-characterized

regarding wetting behavior. This allows quantitative validation of the

proposed method. Scans with PMMA and glass are performed in

upwards oriented tubes only.

Scans are repeated at least one time to ensure reproducibility.

Table 1 gives an overview of the experiments conducted in this work.

All experiments are carried out at ambient conditions.

2.2 | Scanning settings

As the quality of the tomographic images is strongly affected by the

imaging process,26 scanning settings must be chosen carefully. The

attenuation of X-rays can be described with Beer–Lambert law

(Equation 1).

I = I0e
−μ�ρ�s ð1Þ

In Equation (1) μ is the mass attenuation coefficient, ρ is the den-

sity and s describes the thickness of the sample material. Attenuation

is always material-specific and additionally depends on the photon

energy of the incident beam with the intensity I0. The maximum

energy of a photon Emax correlates with the acceleration voltage

Ua and the elementary charge e according to Equation 2.26

Emax = eUa ð2Þ

Projection images from an FEP tube (di =1:6mm ) partially filled

with water, PDMS, and air are acquired at different voltages between

25 and 100 kV. Figure 2 shows the resulting projection images. It can

be seen that contrast between the phases enhances with lower

source voltages, therefore, with lower photon energy. However, the

F IGURE 1 (a) Schematic of the experimental X-ray set-up: X-ray
source and detector remain fixed while the sample stage is rotated,
(b) Filling a thin tube with water, PDMS, and air to obtain an PDMS–
air and a water–PDMS interface, (c) Filling a thin tube with water and
air to obtain a water–air interface [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

TABLE 1 Overview of experiments conducted in this work

Tube material Investigated interface (fluid at bottom/fluid at top) Inner tube diameters/mm Inclination angle/�

FEP PDMS/air 1/1.6 0/45

FEP Water/air 1/1.6 0/45

FEP Water/PDMS 1/1.6 0/45

Glass PDMS/air 1.7 0

Glass Water/air 1.7 0

PMMA PDMS/air 1.6 0

PMMA Water/PDMS 1.6 0

Note: Scans are performed with air, PDMS, and water filled into FEP, PMMA, and glass tubes. For FEP tubes the inner diameter and the inclination angle

are varied.

Abbreviations: FEP, fluorinated ethylene propylene; PDMS, polydimethylsiloxane.
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reduction of the X-ray source voltage, and, hence, the reduction of

the mean photon energy, leads to stronger beam hardening,26 which

is explained in the following section.

Apart from contrast, which can be enhanced by choosing an

appropriate source voltage, the quality of an image depends on the

signal to noise ratio (SNR) (Equation 3). SNR increases with the X-ray

dose, which is proportional to the product of source current and expo-

sure time.26

SNR=
μsignal
σsignal

=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
dose

p
/ texp � Isource ð3Þ

To obtain good contrast and high signal-to-noise ratios in the case

of liquid–liquid systems and gas–liquid systems, a low source voltage

should be chosen with long exposure time texp and high source current

Isource [Equation (3)]. The optimal scan settings depend on the experi-

mental set-up as the tubes serve as filters for the low energy X-rays.

This leads to an energy spectrum with increased mean intensity,

which affects contrast as demonstrated in Figure 2. In all cases, the

source current and exposure time are chosen such that linear detector

transmission behavior is guaranteed. For the experiments conducted

with glass an aluminum filter is used to enhance the mean intensity of

the X-ray spectrum, which reduces beam hardening artifacts. Table 2

shows the settings used for the scans.

2.3 | Post-processing

2.3.1 | Reconstruction and artifacts

The 2D projection images are reconstructed to a 3D data set using

NRecon that applies the Feldkamp algorithm. This algorithm relies on

convolution-back projection for the reconstruction of 3D data from a

set of projection images taken at different angular positions.35 Addi-

tionally, artifacts are corrected in NRecon. Figure 3 shows a transaxial

slice through an FEP tube filled with water and PDMS resulting from

reconstruction without artifact correction (left) and with artifact cor-

rection (right).

Ring artifacts arise from single defect or ill-calibrated detector

elements26 and appear as concentric circles in the reconstructed

slices, see Figure 3. Ring artifacts can be reduced in NRecon, but not

corrected completely in all cases. Thus, even after ring artifact reduc-

tion, these artifacts can perturb further post-processing. The mis-

alignment compensation offsets the imperfections of the geometric

alignment of the X-ray source, rotation axis, and detector of the

image acquisition system.36 Misalignment causes continuous edges

to appear interrupted and locally displaced, see Figure 3. If mis-

alignment is low, misalignment compensation can be done easily

using NRecon. Another artifact is the beam hardening artifact that is

subject to a shift of the energy spectrum of the X-rays introduced by

the sample.26 Beam hardening artifacts are stronger for denser sam-

ple materials and lower incident photon energies.26 Beam hardening

is manifested by a decrease of gray values inside a homogeneous

phase, as can be seen from the left gray value profile in Figure 3. As

can be seen in Figure 3, the low source voltage leads to high beam

hardening artifacts. After beam hardening correction, the gray value

profile is flattened, see Figure 3 (right). As for this study achieving

good contrast is of central interest, little falsification of the gray

values caused by the beam hardening correction in the reconstructed

slices is tolerated. Finally, the reflection of X-rays can occur. Reflec-

tion is visible as dark and bright fields in direct vicinity to the aqueous

phase, as can be seen in Figure 3 indicated by the arrows. They are

not corrected in this work.

2.3.2 | Image segmentation

In this work, a segmentation routine based on the Canny edge detec-

tion is implemented in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA).

The segmentation process for the extraction of the desired phase

from a 3D data set is shown in Figure 4 schematically for the segmen-

tation of water. As depicted in the schematic, some operations are

executed in ImageJ,37 an open-source image processing and analysis

F IGURE 2 Total mass attenuation coefficients for water and
PDMS calculated using NIST data34 and projection images for water,
PDMS, and air in an FEP tube (di = 1.6 mm) acquired at different X-ray
source voltages. FEP, fluorinated ethylene propylene; PDMS,
polydimethylsiloxane

TABLE 2 Scan settings for the investigation of static fluidic
interfaces in thin capillaries

Scanning setting FEP 0� FEP 45� Glass PMMA

Resolution/μm 6.65/8 8–10.47 6.8 8.5

Filter No No Aluminum No

Voltage/kV 28 35/28 50 35

Current/μA 205 130/205 200 205

Exposure/ms 100/74 120/89 80 75

Abbreviation: FEP, fluorinated ethylene propylene.
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tool. To include image processing in ImageJ with scripting in MATLAB,

open-source packageMIJ38 is used.

The image acquisition results in a set of X-ray projection

images (Figure 4-1). The projection images are reconstructed in

NRecon, such that a stack of transaxial images (XY) is obtained, see

Figure 4-2. Each transaxial image consists of 3D voxels, instead of

2D pixels, that all have a gray value assigned to them. The gray

value depends on the mass attenuation coefficient, thus the voxels

can be assigned to different phases depending on their gray values.

Light materials, such as air, are represented by dark values and

dense materials, such as FEP, are represented by brighter shades of

gray. The dimension of each voxel in every spatial direction corre-

sponds to the spatial resolution obtained during image acquisition.

As a whole, the voxels in all transaxial images represent the entire

scanned volume, see Figure 4-13. The transaxial images (XY) show

cross-sectional slices along the rotation axis (z-axis) of the image

acquisition system. Furthermore, it is possible to contemplate slices

from different directions. Slices viewed in the direction of the y-

axis are coronal (XZ) slices (Figure 4-3) and slices along the x-axis

are sagittal (YZ) slices (Figure 4-4).

For the segmentation process, the transaxial stack of images is

resliced in ImageJ so that an additional stack of coronal (XZ) slices

(Figure 4-3) and an additional stack of sagittal slices (YZ) (Figure 4-4)

is obtained. In the following steps of the segmentation process, the

different stacks are processed in MATLAB separately using the seg-

mentation routine described in the following section.

First, edges between the different phases are detected using the

Canny edge detection algorithm. The Canny edge detector finds

edges according to the maximum gradient magnitude in the images,

which are smoothed with a Gauss filter beforehand.30 It requires three

input parameters, a lower and an upper threshold that defines weak

and strong edges, and a standard deviation for the Gaussian filter.39

The appropriate global parameters are found via tuning and should

lead to good segmentation results in all slices. If artifacts are strong in

F IGURE 3 Correction of ring artifacts, beam hardening and
misalignment in a transaxial slice of an FEP tube (1) filled with PDMS
(2), and water (3). On the left, misalignment, ring artifacts and beam
hardening are uncorrected, on the right, misalignment and beam
hardening are corrected, and ring artifacts are reduced. Reflection
artifacts are indicated with the arrows and are not corrected. FEP,
fluorinated ethylene propylene; PDMS, polydimethylsiloxane [Color
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

F IGURE 4 Schematic of the
segmentation routine based on the Canny
edge detection, exemplarily shown for
the segmentation of water.
Reconstructed images are resliced and
transaxial, coronal, and sagittal set of
images are segmented in MATLAB
applying Canny edge detection, contour
closing, and seed growth. The different
data sets are combined using logical
operators to obtain one final transaxial
stack of binaries defining the position of
water inside the scanned volume [Color
figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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a single slice, the global parameters can be unsuited for the Canny

edge detection. In that case, the parameters are adjusted automati-

cally to allow proper segmentation in the relevant slice. Figure 4-5

exemplarily shows the result of the Canny edge detection for a single

image from the sagittal stack of slices (YZ). As can be seen in this

example, the Canny edge detector fails to produce closed contours.

However, for proper segmentation edges must be closed. Therefore,

an in-house developed contour closing routine is applied in the fol-

lowing step. For contour closing endpoints of the interrupted edges

are identified. The interrupted edges grow together along the largest

gradient. Figure 4-6 shows the closed edge after contour closing in

the single image from the sagittal stack of slices. After obtaining

closed contours, a seed point is defined inside the phase of interest

(Figure 4-7) and dilated until it reaches the contours obtained in the

previous step (Figure 4-8). Performing seed growth in all images of

the transaxial, the coronal, and the sagittal stack results in three sets

of binary images, each representing the volume of the phase of inter-

est. In the next step, the binarized coronal stack and the binarized sag-

ittal stack of images are resliced again using ImageJ to obtain two

different binary transaxial stacks. One stack results from the coronal

images (Figure 4-10) and one stack results from the sagittal images

(Figure 4-11). The binary transaxial stacks resulting from the coronal

and sagittal stack are combined with the original (resulting from stack

Figure 4-2) binarized transaxial stack (Figure 4-9) by using expression

(4) to obtain the final binarized stack of images (Figure 4-12).

Bfinal½ �= Btransaxial½ �& Bcoronal½ �ð Þ j Btransaxial½ �& Bsagittal

� �� �
j Bsagittal

� �
& Bcoronal½ �� � ð4Þ

Equation (4) states that a voxel is associated with the phase of

interest Bfinal½ � if the voxel at the same position is assigned to the

phase of interest in at least two of three (the transaxial Btransaxial½ �, the
coronal Bcoronal½ �, and the sagittal Bsagittal

� �
) stacks.

As mentioned previously, artifacts are always present in the

reconstructed images and prevent the Canny edge detection algo-

rithm to find closed contours or even cause the Canny edge detection

algorithm to find unphysical edges, which makes segmentation prone

to errors and instabilities. However, artifacts are not pronounced

equally in the different sets of stacks. By segmenting the images in

different directions and combining the resulting stacks of images using

logical operators, as shown in the present work, these difficulties are

addressed.

2.3.3 | Performance comparison of different
segmentation approaches

As can be seen in Figure 3, the contrast between PDMS and the FEP

tube is low. Additionally, ring artifacts and reflection lead to further

local deterioration of the contrast between FEP and PDMS. To dem-

onstrate the suitability of the presented image segmentation routine

for the application of low contrast segmentation, different segmenta-

tion approaches are compared. Therefore, the tube in the vicinity to

the water/PDMS interface is segmented using different segmentation

approaches, global manual thresholding, thresholding using the Otsu

method, and the extended Canny edge detection-based segmentation

presented in the previous section. Global manual thresholding and

thresholding using the Otsu method are performed in ctAn (Bruker,

Billerica, MA). For a quantitative comparison of the segmentation

approaches the cross-sectional area of the segmented tube is calcu-

lated at different transaxial positions and compared to the expected

cross-sectional area of the FEP tube (AFEP=6.03mm2).

The results of the performance comparison are shown in Figure 5.

The simple global thresholding approach leads to acceptable segmenta-

tion results for transaxial positions 0–250 μm. This is the region, where

the global upper and lower threshold are adjusted manually such that

the tube is segmented correctly. However, above a transaxial position

of 250 μm, low contrast, reflection artifacts, and ring artifacts impede

the correct segmentation of the tube, which can be seen from the

strong deviation of segmented cross-sectional area and expected

cross-sectional area. From a transaxial position of 800 μm onwards,

the segmented area is ~7.86 mm2, which is approximately the cross-

sectional area of the FEP tube including the void area within.

The Otsu method gives reasonable results, with deviations of a seg-

mented cross-sectional area from the expected cross-sectional area

lower than 5% for transaxial positions 0 μm - 400 μm. From a transaxial

position of 400 μm onwards, artifacts complicate proper segmentation

of the FEP tube, which can be seen from strong deviations between cal-

culated cross-sectional area and expected cross-sectional area.

The extended Canny edge approach presented in this work

manages to segment the FEP tube at all transaxial positions with devi-

ations of a segmented cross-sectional area from the expected cross-

sectional area lower than 5%.

Both, the manual global thresholding approach and the Otsu

method, rely on lower and upper thresholds for the gray values. If gray

values are subject to artifacts at certain transaxial positions, as in this

work, both methods are not applicable for proper differentiation

F IGURE 5 Comparison of different segmentation approaches for
the segmentation of an FEP tube in the vicinity to the PDMS–water
interface. FEP, fluorinated ethylene propylene; PDMS,
polydimethylsiloxane [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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between the FEP tube and PDMS, thus, both methods lead to false

results for the cross-sectional area of the FEP tube. Furthermore, seg-

mentation results are highly sensitive to the choice of gray value

thresholds, which contradicts with automation and reproducibility. In

contrast, the Canny edge-based segmentation approach overcomes

the issues related to gray value-based segmentation and is applicable

even if contrast is very low. The Canny edge segmentation is almost

insensitive to user-specified input parameters. This is the basis for the

systematic investigation of multiphase interfaces.

2.3.4 | Analysis of extracted fluid interfaces

To give insights into the possibilities emerging with 3D examination

using micro CT, the shape of the interface and wetting behavior in dif-

ferent tube materials are exemplarily investigated. Therefore, the x-,

y- and z-coordinates of the FEP tube and the coordinates from the

interface are extracted from the stacks of binary images.

The data sets are translated and rotated such that the symmetry

axis of the tube equals the z-axis of the coordinate system, see

Figure 6c). Then, Cartesian coordinates are transformed into cylindri-

cal coordinates using rotational coordinate transformation.

For qualitative analysis of the interface morphology, the interface

is approximated as a sphere using Equation 5.

z−z0ð Þ2 = r2− x−x0ð Þ2− y−y0ð Þ2 ð5Þ

In Equation (5), x0, y0, and z0 represent the center and r is the

radius of the sphere. Both, the origin coordinates and the radius of

the approximated sphere are found using a local optimization routine

in MATLAB.

For the quantitative analysis of the wetting behavior, contact

angles are calculated along the circumference of the tubes. Figure 6b

shows the definition of the contact angle of liquids in tubes. If the liq-

uid wets the substrate surface, the contact angle is smaller than 90�

and the interface is curved downwards. This corresponds to a droplet

spreading on a solid surface, Figure 6a. For nonwetting liquids, the

contact angle is larger than 90� and the interface is curved upwards,

which corresponds to a droplet retaining almost its initial shape when

placed upon a flat surface. The contact angle must be measured in the

direction normal to the tube surface n
!
, see Figure 6c. In polar coordi-

nates, this can be done by determining the contact angle for different

angular positions φ, if the symmetry axis of the solid tube equals the

vertical z-axis, as shown in Figure 6c. In polar coordinates, the inter-

face is approximated as a polynomial p(r) for certain angular positions.

The contact angle at different angular positions can be calculated by

determining the first order derivative of p(r) at the inner tube diameter

(r = di
2) and calculating the contact angle φ using Equation (6):

φ= arctan
dp rð Þ
dr

����
r =

di
2

" #−1
0
@

1
A ð6Þ

The approximation of the interface using a polynomial ensures that

the effect of data noise on the resulting contact angle is minimized.

3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 | Reconstructed data sets

Figure 7 shows reconstructed coronal slices that show PDMS–air,

water–air, and water–PDMS interfaces in FEP (di = 1.6 mm, upright

F IGURE 6 (a) Definition of contact angles for a wetting liquid
(left) and a nonwetting liquid (right) of droplets placed upon a flat
solid substrate, (b) definition of contact angles for a wetting liquid
(left) and a nonwetting liquid (right) of liquid filled into a capillary,
(c) coordinate system and normal vector for the determination of
contact angles in capillaries [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

F IGURE 7 Examples for coronal slices after reconstruction: FEP
(di = 1.6 mm), glass, and PMMA filled with air, PDMS, and water. FEP,
fluorinated ethylene propylene; PDMS, polydimethylsiloxane
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configuration), glass, and PMMA. From Figure 7, wetting and non-

wetting phases can be clearly identified from the menisci of the inter-

faces. In all tubes PDMS can be identified as the wetting phase.

Water is nonwetting on FEP but wetting on glass. Apart from these

qualitative insights into the wetting behavior, Figure 7 shows the

effect of different tube materials on the contrast between different

phases. For example, the contrast between PDMS and air is high if

scanned inside a PMMA tube compared to the contrast obtained for

scanning in FEP, even though scans are performed with the same volt-

age of the X-ray tube. As FEP has a higher mass attenuation coeffi-

cient than PMMA, its filter effect on the mean intensity of the X-ray

spectrum is more significant, which explains the lower contrast

between PDMS and air in FEP compared to the scan performed in

PMMA. This example shows that not only scanning settings but also

tube material must be chosen carefully for the design of an experi-

mental set-up for 3D investigation of multiphase flow using CT.

3.2 | Contact angles in different tube materials

As described previously, experiments are performed multiple times

independently. Contact angles are determined at 32 positions along

the circumference of the tubes for each scan. Table 3 gives mean

values and standard deviations for all contact angles measured in FEP,

glass, and PMMA.

The contact angle found for water in air at the FEP surface

(di = 1.6 mm) is 110.3 ± 3.1�. This corresponds well to a value of 111�

TABLE 3 Overview about contact angles (mean value and
standard deviation) of PDMS in air, water in air and water in PDMS in
FEP, glass, and PMMA

Fluids Settings Mean/� SD/�

FEP

PDMS in air di = 1.6 mm, 0� 23.7 3.5

Water in air di = 1.6 mm, 0� 110.3 3.1

Water in PDMS di = 1.6 mm, 0� 162.2 2.5

PDMS in air di = 1.6 mm, 45� 26.8 4.3

Water in air di = 1.6 mm, 45� 102.2 7.2

Water in PDMS di = 1.6 mm, 45� 159.9 2.4

PDMS in air di = 1 mm, 0� 23.4 3.6

Water in air di = 1 mm, 0� 109.8 4.1

Water in PDMS di = 1 mm, 0� 159.0 4.1

Glass

PDMS in air di = 1.7 mm, 0� 16.1 3.3

Water in air di = 1.7 mm, 0� 34.8 3.3

PMMA

PDMS in air di = 1.6 mm, 0� 12.9 1.3

Water in PDMS di = 1.6 mm, 0� 156.3 4.4

Note: For each scan, contact angles are measured at 32 positions along the

tube circumference. Values given in the table are averages of the

measured contact angles determined in all scans.

Abbreviations: FEP, fluorinated ethylene propylene; PDMS,

polydimethylsiloxane.

F IGURE 8 Contact angles of PDMS in air, water in air, and water in PDMS along the circumference of FEP tubes (di = 1.6 mm) for 0�

inclination and 45� inclination. Different markers indicate different scan results. FEP, fluorinated ethylene propylene; PDMS, polydimethylsiloxane
[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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found by Ozkan et al.40 For PDMS in air in the glass tube the contact

angle found in this work is 16.1� ± 3.3�, which is only insignificantly

higher than the value of 14 ± 2� found by Trinavee et al.41 For the con-

tact angle of PDMS in air inside the PMMA tube we obtained a value of

12.9� ± 1.3� and thus a slightly higher value than the contact angle of

11� ± 2 found by Trinavee et al.41 For untreated glass Sumner et al.42

give a contact angle of water of 32 ± 2�. In this work, the contact angle

of water in a glass capillary is found to be 34.8 ± 3.3�.

In general, the contact angles found in this work agree with the

contact angles found in the literature. This proves the validity of the

presented experimental procedure and post-processing routine. As

different tube materials highly affect the resulting contrast in

reconstructed data sets (see Figure 2) robustness of the segmentation

routine is proved additionally. Comparing contact angles in FEP tubes

with an inner diameter of di = 1.6 mm with contact angles in the thin-

ner FEP tube (di = 1 mm) no significant deviation can be found, which

additionally demonstrated the robustness of the presented methodol-

ogy. However, standard deviations for the contact angles are a bit

higher than most standard deviations given for contact angles in

literature. As contact angles are highly sensitive to surface contamina-

tion and no special treatment of surfaces is done in this work, higher

standard deviations found for the contact angles in the present work

can be attributed to the experimental procedure rather than the seg-

mentation and post-processing routine.

3.3 | Local contact angles in FEP

Figure 8 shows contact angles for PDMS in air, water in air and water

in PDMS in FEP tubes (di = 1.6 mm) at different angular positions

along the circumference of the tube for 0� inclination and 45� inclina-

tion. In the figure, contact angles determined in different scans are

marked with different markers. Deviations of contact angles are stron-

ger if comparing the results for different scans than the deviations of

contact angles found in one scan. This suggests that the resulting con-

tact angle is more sensitive to the preparation of the tubes than the

automated post-processing routine. Comparing results for 0� inclina-

tion and 45� inclination no significant differences can be found. Thus,

the influence of gravity on the contact angle is found to be negligible.

3.4 | Interface morphology in FEP tube

Figure 9 shows 3D representations after reconstruction of a PDMS/

air, a water/air and a water/PDMS interface in an upright oriented

FEP tube visualized with CtVox, Bruker. Additionally, the interfaces

extracted after segmentation are shown and superimposed with the

ideal sphere (mesh) that results from the approximation in Equation (5).

The surface plots show that the interfaces have nearly spherical

shapes.

Body forces and surface forces affect the shape of an interface.

However, in miniaturized equipment, surface forces outweigh body

forces, such as gravity.1,2 The interplay of both can be assessed with

the Bond number Bo (Equation 7), that represents the ratio between

body forces and surface forces. It depends on the density difference

Δρ, the gravity constant g, the hydraulic diameter dh, and the interfa-

cial tension σ. Usually, surface forces outweigh body forces for

hydraulic diameters dh <<1mm as described in Günther et al.2 and Bo

<<1, for example, 10−4 as described in Kockmann et al.1

Bo=Δρg
d2h
σ

ð7Þ

For water/PDMS, as for water/air, in the FEP tube (di = 1.6 mm),

an estimation for the Bond number is 0.03, thus, surface forces are

expected to dominate over gravitational forces. For PDMS/air the

Bond number is ~1.1, hence, larger than Bo for PDMS–water and

water–air. However, as the Bond number is low in both cases, no

large deviation between the extracted interface and the ideal sphere

can be seen in Figure 9.

To visualize the effect of inclination of the tube on the interface

morphology for different Bo, contour plots are generated for the

F IGURE 9 3D representations of (CtVox, Bruker) PDMS, water
and air in an FEP tube (di = 1.6 mm) and extracted PDMS–air, water–
air, and water–PDMS interfaces superimposed with the ideal spheres
(depicted as meshes) found in the sphere approximation. Interfaces

extracted from the scans are found to be spherical. FEP, fluorinated
ethylene propylene; PDMS, polydimethylsiloxane [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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PDMS–air interface (Bo ≈ 1.1) and the water–PDMS interface (Bo ≈

0.03), see Figure 10. For 0� inclination the isolines, which indicate

equal heights, resemble concentric circles with the center at the origin

of the coordinate system for both, the PDMS/air interface and the

water/PDMS interface. For 45� inclination the contour lines of the

PDMS/air interface also resemble concentric circles but with a center

shifted in the direction opposite to gravity. As PDMS is denser than

air, it is moved in the direction of gravity, whereas air is shifted to the

opposite direction. This small deformation of the interface can be

detected even for low Bond numbers. As the Bond number is close to

one for PDMS and air in the FEP tube both, gravity and interfacial

forces affect the formation of the interface, which leads to the defor-

mation found in Figure 10. For PDMS and water the Bond number is

2 orders of magnitudes lower, meaning that gravitational forces con-

tribute more to the morphology of the PDMS–air interface than to

the morphology of the PDMS–water and the water–air interfaces.

Respectively, no dependency of the deformation of the interface on

gravity can be seen in Figure 10.

4 | SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

In this work, we introduced the method of micro CT for the investiga-

tion of multiphase interfaces in microfluidic devices, such as circular

capillaries. Therefore, the typical workflow with associated challenges,

posed by the different kinds of artifacts and limited spatial resolution,

was presented. Special emphasis was given to the segmentation of

the different phases as an accurate localization of the interface repre-

sents the first step toward a detailed investigation of multiphase inter-

faces in multiphase flow. We compared different segmentation

F IGURE 10 Contour plots for the PDMS/air interface and the water/PDMS interface in an FEP tube (di = 1.6 mm) for 0� inclination and 45�

inclination. The PDMS/air interface shows deformation for the 45� inclined tube due to the influence of gravity. FEP, fluorinated ethylene
propylene; PDMS, polydimethylsiloxane [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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approaches and found an in-house developed segmentation routine

based on the Canny edge detection to be the only suitable in the pres-

ence of strong artifacts and low phase contrast.

In general, contact angles are determined for water, PDMS, and air

filled into FEP, PMMA, and glass channels. Contact angles agreed well

with values found in the literature, which proofs the validity and robust-

ness of the presented segmentation and analysis approach. Deviations

found for the contact angles in the present work are attributed to the

experimental procedure rather than the segmentation and post-

processing routine. For studies with the scope to systematically investi-

gate contact angles the filling procedure of the tubes with the liquids

should be standardized. If done so the proposed methodology could be

a good alternative for the determination of contact angles, especially for

under liquid wetting, and directly in the miniaturized flow equipment.

To investigate the influence of gravity scans for the larger FEP

tube (di = 1.6 mm) are performed in two different configurations, in an

upwards oriented tube and a tube with an inclination of 45�. Thus, it

was possible to identify the contribution of surface forces and gravity

to the formation of the PDMS/air interface in the FEP tube with an

inner diameter of di = 1.6 mm. While gravity has an effect on the

interface morphology of the PDMS/air interface in the 45� inclined

tube, no effect of gravity on the contact angle could be found.

We found that not only scanning settings but also tube material

must be considered carefully when choosing equipment for 3D inves-

tigation of multiphase flow. All tested tube materials proofed to be

suitable for investigations planned on multiphase flow using μCT.

Post-processing can be done with the in-house developed segmenta-

tion approach as it proofed to be robust and accurate for the localiza-

tion of liquid/liquid and gas/liquid interfaces for conditions tested in

this work. Therefore, the present work builds the basis for future 3D

investigation of multiphase flow regimes in miniaturized equipment,

such as slug flow, parallel or annular flow, and droplet generation.
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NOTATION

ROMAN SYMBOLS

AFEP cross-sectional area of FEP tube (m2)

Bo Bond number (−)

dh hydraulic diameter (m)

di inner diameter (m)

do outer diameter (m)

e elementary charge 1:602 �10−19C
� 	

Emax maximum photon energy (eV)

g gravity constant (9.81 m s−2)

I intensity (Wm−2)

Isource source current (A)

p(r) polynomial function (m)

r radius (m)

s sample thickness (m)

texp exposure time (s)

Ua acceleration voltage (V)

x,y,z coordinates (m)

x0, y0, z0 center coordinates (m)

GREEK LETTERS

α contact angle (�)

μ mass attenuation coefficient (m2 kg−1)

μsignal medium value (−)

σ interfacial tension (Nm−1)

σsignal standard deviation (−)

ρ density (kgm−3)

φ angular position (�)

INDICES AND ABBREVIATIONS

CT computed tomography

μCT micro-computed tomography

FEP fluorinated ethylene propylene

PDMS polydimethylsiloxane

SNR signal to noise ratio (−)

SYMBOLS AND OPERATORS

& logical operator (AND)

| logical operator (OR)
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